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1. Keep the Gospel Robust
In his book, How God Became King, N.T. Wright, says, “The whole point of the
Gospels is to tell the story of how God became king, on earth as in heaven.”
“Most of evangelism today is obsessed with getting someone to make a
decision; the apostles however, were obsessed with making disciples.”
“Contrary to how some Christians choose to tell the story, Jesus did not
come into the brokenness of this world to secure for us just salvation beyond
it. He also offers a profound model for how he longs for people to live in the
midst of this world’s brokenness. He presents a model of how to dwell with
God in and for the world.” -Dr. Barry Jones, Dwell, pg. 15

Celebrate Atonement, forgiveness & heaven
o Incarnation, death, resurrection – are common topics, don’t forget
them.
Emphasize God’s fullness in Christ
o Life, teaching, and Ascension
Become obsessed with making Disciples instead of converts
o Issues of 2-stage living
1 Cor 15, John 1, Romans, Colossians 1:13-20

2. Keep Ambition in Check
“Most pastor work takes place in obscurity: deciphering grace in the
shadows, searching out meaning in a difficult text, blowing on the embers of
a hard-used life. This is hard work and not conspicuously glamorous.”
–Eugene Peterson, Under the Unpredictable Plant
Self Awareness is key
o Am I doing all this out of ambition or calling?
o Jumping into discussions of measuring up
o Insecurity, competition,
Communal eats individual for breakfast
o Most things done in the name of God that are faster or better
executed alone are not really God’s at all.
Ask yourself some tough questions
o Am I attempting great things FOR God, or Joining great things WITH
God?

3. Keep a Close Watch on the False Self
Galatians 4:19-20New Living Translation (NLT)
19 Oh, my dear children! I feel as if I’m going through labor pains for you
again, and they will continue until Christ is fully developed in your lives. 20 I
wish I were with you right now so I could change my tone. But at this
distance I don’t know how else to help you.
Temptation of Christ, Matthew 4
o Tempted by security/survival & sustenance: vs 3-4
o Tempted by Power/control & authority: vs 5-7
o Tempted by Fame/affection & esteem: vs 7-11

4. Keep the Sabbath
“In Sabbath I am reminded that the world’s maintenance does not depend on
me. Sabbath reminds me that God is infinite and I am finite. God is powerful, I
am weak.”
-Barry Jones, Dwell, pg. 163
We don’t get a pass because we are pastors.
Do this theologically, not pragmatically.
o Trust in God
o Opens up space for God’s voice
Donkey in a ditch days happen, just breathe.

Additional Resources
The Tragedy of a Pathological Leader
By Patrick Lencioni
https://www.tablegroup.com/hub/post/the-tragedy-of-a-pathological-leader

I recently read the book, Bad Blood, by The Wall Street
Journal’s John Carreyrou, and couldn’t put it down. It is the
fascinating and frightening story of Theranos and its pathologically
ambitious founder. For those that don’t know about Theranos,
here is a summary.
A young woman drops out of college to start a company with the
promise of a transformational breakthrough in medical
diagnostics. With extraordinary levels of confidence and hubris,
she convinces high-level board members, investors, industry
partners and employees to join her movement, and builds a
company that is valued at almost ten billion dollars. While she is
receiving accolades from luminaries in politics, industry and
media, her partners and employees are raising red flags about the
viability of the company’s technology and the dangers that it
poses. The founder and another leader keep the company together
by firing anyone who speaks up, and/or threatening them with
legal action until it all unravels.
Beneath the intrigue of financial fraud, medical malpractice and
personal ambition, lies the sordid tale of real human suffering
among the employees who endured the callousness and lies of the
leader. While more than a few of those employees will need
counseling to get over the serious trauma that was inflicted on
them, one of them went so far as to take his own life.
Does the Theranos story have any lessons for leaders and
employees in less remarkably bizarre companies? I think so.

First, as crazy as Theranos was, it is not quite as rare as most of us
would like to think it is. Over the past twenty years, I’ve seen more
pathological leaders than I’d like to admit, and their behavior has
always led to suffering. If you’re a leader and see this kind of
behavior among subordinates in your organization, take them out
of leadership positions and get them into counseling. And if they’re
not open to that, get them out of your organization altogether, with
dignity and compassion.
Second, if you’re an employee and your leader is pathological—
regularly lies, never admits he or she is wrong, actually believes
that real problems can be ignored—run. That’s right. No matter
how tempted you may be to ride the charismatic coattails of an
ambitious pathological leader, don’t do it. It usually doesn’t pay off
financially, and even if it did, the psychological and reputational
stains don’t wash out easily.
Finally, and most importantly, if you’re a well-intentioned, nonpathological leader—the vast majority of leaders are—don’t
discount this story and the reality of human suffering in the
workplace. Do everything you can to make your organization
healthy. This will not only make it more effective and successful
from an operational and financial standpoint, but will give your
employees a very real sense of dignity and fulfillment, which will
impact their families, friends and neighbors in tangible ways.
So, as you read Bad Blood, take a moment to consider how much
employees and their loved ones suffered as a result of working for a
dysfunctional leader in an unhealthy organization. Perhaps the
chilling story of Theranos will provide leaders with a reminder
about the impact that words and actions have on people who work
for them, and on everyone else in their lives.

Leader's Insight: Pastoral Ambition

All this "success" is working against God's purposes, and
chipping away at our souls.
Kent Carlson, guest columnist
I want to talk about pastoral ambition. I do so with some apprehension.
A few years ago, our church was "successful" enough for me to be invited to a small,
elite group of pastors of large churches who were being mentored by one of the
more successful and talented pastors in the country. It was a heady few days for me.
I got to mix it up with some of the biggest names and up and coming stars in the
large church subculture. I felt very important.
At the end of the conference, I rode back to the airport with the pastor who was at
the bottom of the food chain in this little group of successful pastors. He was a
bundle of insecurity and authentic enough to admit it to me. He was three years into
his church plant and he only had 750 people coming to his church. He didn't feel he
had the right to play with the big boys yet. Even back then, in the midst of my most
ambitious days, I remember thinking that something is very wrong with a church
culture that would make someone like this pastor feel insecure.
Something has happened in the past thirty or so years that has shifted our pastoral
ethic from one of faithfulness to one of productivity and success. I believe this has
stirred the fires of ambition. Given the nature of our American culture, this doesn't
surprise me. It also doesn't surprise me that the battle with ambition will be a
ferocious one, for the tendency toward self-absorption plagues every one of us. I just
wonder why this is not a front burner item that is being addressed with greater
passion in the popular Christian media. It would be so refreshing to hear Christian
leaders in some panel discussion copping to the fact that they struggle with it and it
often drives their ministry. We all know it's there. If only we could start being
honest about it.
Pastoral ambition is not new. Paul, in his letter to the Philippians told us, "Do
nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility, value others
above yourselves, not looking to your own interests, but each of you to the interests
of others."
Christian spiritual giants down through the centuries have pounded away
aggressively on this theme. For example, that Puritan divine, Richard Baxter, said it
this way: "Take heed lest, under the pretense of diligence in your calling, you be
drawn to earthly-mindedness, and excessive cares or covetous designs for rising in
the world."
I walk into this issue with loads of apprehension. There is no way to talk about
pastoral ambition without sounding (and, I suspect, being) judgmental. After all,
who am I to know the thoughts and intents of another person's heart? The inner
motivations that drive all of us are a tangled web of sincerity and self-absorption,
nobility and narcissism. This topic is, therefore, a land of cheap shots, often entered

into by those intellectually lazy and simplistic souls who enjoy building straw men
of those with whom they disagree and then tear them down.
In addition, I would like to make it clear, that I would rather follow an ambitious
pastor than a lazy one. I would rather follow someone who wants to change the
world than one who simply wishes to throw stones. And while many pastors who are
leading thriving ministries are passionate, sincere, hungry for God, and brimming
with integrity, I must raise the question. Is our ambition godly?
For more than twenty years I have attended church conferences. I have observed as
we sized each other up to see how quickly we could find out who had the highest
attendance, the largest staff, the biggest budget, the most property. The secret that
hardly anyone talks about is that most of us want to win the "largest church game."
Or at least make a good showing. I am convinced from first hand experience, as well
as from paying close attention to the darkness of my own heart, that if all-of-thesudden thought bubbles appeared over all our heads, we would all fall to the ground
in repentance.
I am convinced that personal pastoral ambition, and a pastoral ethic centered
around productivity and success is brutal to our souls and destructive to the souls of
the people we lead. I believe there is a better way. But it requires us to walk right
into the messiness of our own ambitious hearts, ready to die to those ambitions. We
must become skilled at detecting the odor of personal ambition, then flee from it as
if the church's future depends on it. For I believe it does.
Kent Carlson is co-senior pastor of Oak Hills Church in Folsom, California.
To respond to this newsletter, visit our blogand join the conversation.
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Eugene Cho: Why I Am Stepping Down as
Pastor of Quest Church
“I don’t feel burned out, but I am realizing my limitations.”

Interview by Kyle Rohane

Image: Courtesy of Eugene Cho

In 2001 Eugene Cho and his wife, Minhee, founded Quest Church, an urban,
multicultural, and multigenerational community in Seattle. He began his first year
as a pastor without a salary, working as a janitor at Barnes & Noble. It was a
hard beginning, but it proved formational for him and his congregation. In
addition to fulltime ministry, Cho launched a nonprofit organization, One Day’s
Wages, in 2009 to help alleviate extreme global poverty.
On June 3, 2018, after 18 years of ministry at Quest Church, Cho announced to his
congregation that he would be resigning from his position as lead pastor. Kyle
Rohane, editor of CT Pastors, sat down with Cho to talk about his reasons for
stepping aside, the discernment process that led to this point, and his hopes and
fears for Quest Church in the coming years.
Now that your resignation is public, I imagine you are experiencing a
number of emotions. Can you describe what’s going through your head
and heart right now?
I’m doing … okay. While my wife, Minhee, and I are at peace with the decision—it’s
something we’ve been praying through for some time—there’s certainly real grieving
as well. We planted Quest Church about 18 years ago, so the closest analogy I can
think of is when we dropped off our eldest kid at college. Leading up to that

moment, we began to ask questions like, Is she ready? Did we do enough? When
that day arrived we hugged her and kissed her, gave her a few words of advice and
Scripture verses. Then we turned around, got into the car, and just started bawling.
Right now we’re feeling a similar mix of emotions: gratitude for God’s faithfulness
over the past 18 years, but some real grieving as well.
How has Quest Church’s congregation responded since you announced
your resignation?
People have responded in three main ways. First, there’s a group of folks who are
shocked because they’re fairly new to our church and don’t understand the full, 18year history. Second, there are those who feel disappointed, but they are at peace as
well. They see what God’s doing here. They affirm our decision and celebrate it.
Third, there’s a group that surprised me a bit. I knew our church, like other
churches, was comprised of wounded people, but I didn’t realize how many people
had experienced wounds as a result of a messy departure. Folks have reached out to
say that, when they initially heard the news, it took them back to bad experiences of
conflict, scandal, and moral failure they witnessed in previous churches. But since
that initial shock, many of them have shared how grateful they are that our church
is trying to model transparency, honesty, and good leadership.
When did you first get the sense that it might be time to resign?
This journey began three or four years ago when the thought of stepping aside first
entered my mind. It wasn’t because of burnout. It wasn’t because I was unhappy. It
wasn’t because of conflict. It was about realizing my limitations. Still, I felt the Holy
Spirit urging me to lead Quest through a relocation and capital campaign, so I
decided to stay on a while longer.
Then, at the beginning of this year, I led our church through 21 days of prayer and
fasting in preparation for the upcoming year. I can’t say I heard a clear voice from
God. I didn’t see any writing on the wall. I didn’t have any strangers come to me
with a prophetic word. But it was around that time when some of my feelings from a
few years before began to reemerge.
A pastor should be more than a figure behind a pulpit. Pastors should be able to
fully immerse themselves in prayer for their congregations and to partner with
other leaders in pastoral care.
A theme our church has focused on this year is the word deeper. Looking at my life,
I saw so many things—good things—demanding my attention. I had to ask myself, if
I want to go deeper in some areas, what do I need to let go of? So I shared that
prompting with my wife, and we began to consider it in prayer together.
I also have regular conversations with friends who are founding pastors or have
been at their churches for over 20 years. Initially those conversations were about
mutual encouragement, best practices, leadership ideas, fasting ideas, and teaching
ideas. After numerous years, we now feel comfortable enough to ask tough
questions like, “Do you ever feel like you’re holding back your church in some way?”
I came to a painful realization that, yes, I was holding my church back. I wasn’t able
to honor my responsibilities as a senior pastor. That was a painful but necessary
realization.
That’s a tough thing to admit.

Yeah. I run a nonprofit organization, One Day’s Wages. I like to write. I travel to
places where I can encourage the global church. I spend days and weeks in huts and
tents and refugee camps. All of these things are important to me, but they were
taking away from my ability to serve faithfully as the senior pastor.
A pastor should be more than a figure behind a pulpit. Pastors should be able to
fully immerse themselves in prayer for their congregations and to partner with
other leaders in pastoral care. I was limited in my ability to do those things because,
for many weeks out of the year, I was traveling.
Eight months ago I spent some time in Iraq, Lebanon, and Jordan. When I returned
to Seattle, I was excited to preach God’s Word to my congregation, but my body was
exhausted. I had to ask myself, Am I as ready as I want to be? When I preach, I
don’t want to be at 70 percent, 80 percent, even 90 percent. I want to be fully
committed to preaching Scripture.
If Quest Church wants a senior pastor who can lead them to coast, to be complacent,
I could do that. But I don’t feel like that is fair to the church. Most churches, unless
there’s a situation of a moral failure, are not going to ask the founding pastor, “Can
you step down? You’re not functioning at 100 percent here.” I reached a point where
I felt like the responsible, honest, faithful thing for me to do would be to step aside.
A few folks have reached out and said, “Be honest. Were you burned out?” I don’t
feel burned out. I still feel energized. I’ve certainly had a lot of emotional ups and
downs doing ministry in Seattle. But my decision was more about realizing my
limitations.
Burnout is tragic, but it definitely provides pastors with a clear sign that
something needs to change. How can pastors discern that it might be
time to step aside if they don’t have as clear a sign as total burnout?
I can tell how I’m doing in my soul and in my calling by answering these questions:
How am I sleeping? How am I eating? How am I exercising? How are my Sabbath
days? How is my relationship with my spouse and my children? How am I with
conflict resolution within my parish and my staff? How am I with my rhythm of
sabbatical? Am I still making time for the things that give me life?
I don’t know if I’ve ever been able to answer all of those questions with great, great,
great, great. But if I’m doing 75 percent of those things well, my ministry is healthy.
At 50 percent, I’m okay. If I’m at 25 percent, I can only sustain myself for a season.
When I was a young follower of Jesus, I went to a church where pastors took a oneyear sabbatical every seven years. That’s a long time between sabbaticals! And I
can’t imagine being away from my congregation for a full year. So 18 years ago,
when I started Quest Church, I started a rhythm of taking a three-month sabbatical
every three years. That’s been a humongous gift for me and my family.
It’s encouraging to take three months off knowing I don’t have to worry or check
email. Occasionally I got texts from people saying, “If you want to take more time
off, you’re welcome to, because the church is thriving. It’s so great to hear from
other pastors.” I felt a little insecure when I got those kinds of texts. But they were a
gift. We have an incredible team of leaders.
Do you feel like those texts—little reminders that the church functioned
well while you were on sabbatical—helped prepare you for your current

transition?
Sure. Over the years I’ve told people two things consistently. First, Quest Church
will die someday. That sounds like a horrible way to welcome visitors! But the
greatest church planter of all time was the Apostle Paul. None of his churches exist
today, but the kingdom continues to thrive. [After this interview, Eugene Cho
tweeted the following: “It appears that I provided incorrect information about
none of Apostle Paul's churches still existing today. ... My apologies for my error.
It's humbling to be wrong...but motivates me to keep learning.”] There will come a
day when Quest Church will not be around—200 years, 300 years, 500 years from
now. While we honor and love our local church, ultimately we need a theology of the
greater kingdom. Ten years ago, a 65-year-old church closed its doors and gave us
its land and building, worth seven million dollars, for free. That’s the kind of
kingdom mindset I want Quest Church to have.
The second message I’ve told people is this: “At some point I’m going to resign.”
People have heard me say that in my sermons for 15 years. So I think, at some level,
we’ve all been preparing for this for a long time.
In 2010, shortly after you launched One Day’s Wages, you wrote an
article for Leadership Journal about the difficulties of maintaining
fulltime ministry while leading a nonprofit. After nearly a decade of
juggling those two things, would you encourage other pastors to split
their time between two major initiatives like that?
Yes and no.
Ten years ago, the image I would have used to describe my leadership would have
been a Swiss army knife. I prided myself on being high capacity and multitask
oriented. But as I get older, I’m beginning to discover my limitations. I can’t stay up
as late as I used to. I still love playing sports, but my recovery time is significantly
longer.
Looking back, I immersed myself too much in the analogy of the Swiss army knife,
that I could do—that I had to do—all of those things. Maybe I had to go through this
journey to realize we all have limitations. We’re all human.
One Day’s Wages is now nine years old. I underestimated how much it would take
out of me. Starting it was much more difficult than I had imagined. The cost on
myself and my family was challenging. But I can say the exact same thing about
starting Quest Church. Had we known how difficult Quest would be, had I known
how difficult One Day’s Wages would be, I wouldn’t have started either of them.
Thankfully God doesn’t reveal all of our future.
I’m beginning to find there’s joy to be found in building something up and
releasing it for God’s glory.
Whether we articulate it or not, as pastors, we want to be significant. We want to
have a platform. We want to have relevance. When younger pastors, particularly
pastors of color, say, “Eugene, you don’t know how much you’ve encouraged me,” it
gives me joy, but I also want to tell them, “Make sure you’re not mimicking or
copying. Be faithful to your gifts. Be faithful to the Holy Spirit’s call for your life.”
So, would I advise other pastors to do what I did? It depends. Some people are
wired like me. I’m entrepreneurial. That’s always been part of my DNA and my
wiring. But I’m beginning to find there’s also joy to be found in building something

up and releasing it for God’s glory.
Pastors, especially church planters, have this morbid question they ask one another:
“Can you imagine yourself dying at your church?” Hundreds of pastors have asked
me that question. And I always said, “Yeah, I can imagine myself dying at my
church.” Hopefully in a nice, pleasant way! But I don’t think that is the only
expression of faithfulness. Something beautiful happens when we lead a church for
a season and then release it. The church is never about one leader.
What will your role look like in preparation for the transition?
Our lay elders are driving the succession process, with help from our denomination,
The Evangelical Covenant Church. It’s great to know we don’t have to make all of
these decisions alone, that we can speak with others. I am making myself available
for any questions or consultations, but I have chosen not to be directly involved in
the succession plan. I trust the maturity of our elder board.
What are your greatest hopes and fears for Quest Church after you step
aside?
The best case scenario would be for the church to thrive. I want it to mature. I want
it to grow deeper in mission and more robust in the theology of the whole gospel
and justice. I want to see hundreds of new people come to faith.
My biggest fear is the opposite: that we forget who we are, that we forget our
commitments. It’s challenging to be a church in Seattle that believes in the whole
gospel, that believes Jesus is Lord and Savior, so I pray we’ll never forget our core
values and convictions as a gospel-centered church.
Quest Church will only experience the departure of its founding pastor once, and
some sources say it will automatically see a 30-percent reduction in size and giving.
I hope that’s not the case. Some people have told me I’m underestimating my
importance, I’m underestimating the impact this will have on the church. I know
this is a major transition, but I hope and pray it will be smooth and God-honoring.
What does the immediate future look like for you and your family?
I’m hoping to refine my basketball game. I want to dominate my rec league. It’s a
bunch of 40- and 50-something guys and gals with ruptured Achilles tendons and
blown knees. I feel like now I can dominate.
Honestly, I don’t have an agenda at this time. For the next six-to-twelve months I
want to be faithful in the things God has already presented to me: the ministry of
One Day’s Wages and my opportunities to travel and encourage the global church.
That will probably be a big part of the next chapter for my life.
For the next few months, out of respect for the church, I’ll be taking an indefinite
pause from Quest. But Minhee and I are open to the possibility that someday God
may give us an opportunity to join another church staff. I can’t imagine being a
senior pastor again, but I would love to serve a local body. My wife, who’s native
Korean, has talked about going back to Korea someday to spend time with her 82year-old mother. My parents were both born in North Korea, so we pray that
someday North Korea will open its doors. We pray about what it might look like to
be a part of God’s renewal and revival in North Korea. We’re open to God’s
direction.

